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DISCOVER ENHANCED FEATURES IN OUR LATEST 
LNLI ACCESS MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE RELEASE!

We are excited to announce the release of the newest version of  OUTLOCKS’ Lock 
Management Software, bringing you an array of exciting features and enhancements. This 
release is designed to provide you with even more flexibility and control over your access 
management processes.

To experience these powerful features and take advantage of the enhanced capabilities of our 
Access Management Software, we invite you to reach out to our sales team at  
sales@outlocks.com.  
OUTLOCKS’ dedicated support team is also available to address any inquiries or aid as needed 
at support@outlocks.com.
We appreciate your continued trust and support in our locking and access control solutions. 
Together, let's elevate your access management to new heights!

SYSTEM DASHBOARD
Centralized Control and Monitoring
Gain complete control over your operations 
with our revamped system dashboard. 
It features a live map, status charts and 
important alerts, ensuring you have a 
real-time overview of visits to your sites 
secured with OUTLOCKS’ locks. From the 
centralized control hub, you can optimize 
security measures and streamline your 
access management processes, without 
ever leaving your office.

NEW ACCESS 
AUTHORIZATION VIEWS
Easily Monitor Access Clearances
We've introduced new views that provide 
you with comprehensive insights into 
access permissions. At any given time, 
authorized managers can now effortlessly 
verify who has access to a site, and 
individuals can view the sites they are 
authorized to access. These registers offer 
a clear and concise overview, enabling 
you to review, manage and change access 
permissions efficiently, and make informed 
decisions effectively and with ease.

AD-HOC PERMIT REQUEST
Convenient Access Whenever You 
Need It
We understand the importance of 
flexibility in managing access to your 
premises and remote sites. Whether 
it's emergency maintenance work or an 
unexpected change in personnel, users 
can initiate a permit request at any time, 
ensuring a seamless and hassle-free access 
experience. Say goodbye to unnecessary 
delays and welcome the convenience of 
instant access without compromising 
security.

SECURITY AND STABILITY
Our Priority
In addition to these new features, 
OUTLOCKS’ new version of its Lock 
Management Software includes significant 
improvements in security and stability. 
We are committed to providing you 
with a robust and reliable access control 
solution that safeguards your premises 
effectively. Rest assured that your Lock 
Management System is fortified with the 
latest advancements to protect against 
potential threats and ensure uninterrupted 
operations.

IMPROVED API 
CAPABILITIES
Simplify System Integration
We made it easier to integrate OUTLOCKS’ 
Access Management System with your 
existing security system, using our API. 
We have simplified implementation by 
improving and creating new API calls, 
reducing the need to poll for events, and 
introducing an events listening mechanism.
Another new API feature is the Universal 
Messaging Interface, which allows you 
to integrate any service provider's text 
messaging services. 


